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This spiral-bound, full-color supplement to Milady's Standard Esthetics: Advanced textbook can
be used together with your book, or alone to brush through to key procedures. You can use it to
judge yourself, other estheticians, other college students, or, as an instructor, to evaluate your
own students. By the end of every of the procedures, you will discover a list of rubrics, or
methods to note and comment on your performance of each of the main element tasks. To work
with you in really learning each and every stage, we've noted which methods are available on the
companion DVD set, Milady's Regular Esthetics: Advanced. It is a clearly-developed scoring
record utilized to differentiate between degrees of development in a particular skill functionality
or behavior. Each step is actually explained and can be accompanied throughout by full-color
photos. Rubrics are used in education for organizing and interpreting data gathered from
observations of student performance. If you already own these DVDs, or know that your school
owns them, we encourage you to watch the task in video to improve your understanding of that
particular procedure.
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An excellent addition to the Milady's Fundamentals book This book includes a nice breakdown of
processes and treatments with clear photos of some additional treatments that are not covered
in the initial Milady's Standard Esthetics Fundementals book. It is very basic in the explanations
and photos. I loved it and wanted this additional information. Many of these techniques and
teachings aren't necessary for the Esthetican License from the CA State Board. It's one of the
standard books for the field. ?????? This book is disgusting! It offers photos for a few massage
methods, manual microdermabrasion etc. Browse the desk of contents (I love that can be done
this on Amazon). I love it. A must have! This book is crucial have!We purchased the spiral bound
softcover edition. In the future most of us forget certain details; having this reference readily
available is an absolute must for just about any Esty. Owner provided prompt assistance and
shipping and delivery. Though this review is normally delayed it by no means diminishes my
appreciation of the product or service; sometimes life gets in the manner. I did so like how it
photos showing the process for frosty sterilization, and wrote the steps for using an autoclave
for sterilization.! Five Stars Just what a gem.!! I'm providing it the rating she said she'd give it. It
covers a number of protocols and remedies, including facials, waxing and modalities. Worth the
purchase price Update This book really requires a modern update , ,,,it's is really not very useful at
all ,was not impressed with it Informative guide for Estheticians A great publication for
Estheticians for more information about advanced remedies. It has a rancid smell from spilled
essential oil or something that has gone Poor! It's all there step by step.!! continue education I
think you need to continue to learn and this is an excellent way to really get your research in at
home. Milady's Regular Esthetics: Advanced Step-by-Step Procedures I purchased this
publication for my daughter, a certified esthetician, as something special. I know that
requirements change from state to state. So bad that I can't even READ THE BOOK! She is very
pleased with the book.
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